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Excess-mortality study: 
These past two weeks I’ve focused on the excess-mortality study published in The Lancet [1] last 
month. Last week I broke the data down by continent. One of the graphs – ratio of the number of 
deaths estimated via excess mortality (E) to those reported (R) – indicated the scale of under-
reporting on the six continents:  

 
One might have expected considerable under reporting in Africa & Asia, but not on the scale 
revealed by the study. (The high ratio for Oceania is entirely due to the large number of unreported 
deaths in Papua New Guinea.) Somewhat to my surprise, reporting in S. America was as reliable as 
that in Europe & N. America. 
 
In this issue I’ll analyse the data provided by the study on a country-by-country basis. 
 
According to the study, the number of countries that have suffered over 1000 deaths attributable to 
the pandemic is 153 (cf. 127 when based on reported statistics). In order to present the various data 
for all of these countries with the tools at my disposal, I’ve had to use 3 graphs for each presentation. 
 
First, here is the estimated COVID-19 death toll by country (from 01/01/20 to 31/12/21): 



 
Far more African and Asian countries than in the equivalent graph I’ve presented in the past. 
 



 
 



 
 
In this last graph, the figures I present for Ireland, Australia & Norway are reported figures. 
The study found a deficit of deaths in 2020-21 for these countries, not an excess. (In Australia’s case 
it was a huge deficit of over 18 000 deaths!) 
 
Now let’s look at the per-capita rate by country: 



 
 
In the equivalent graph based on reported deaths, Peru was in first position with 630 deaths/100k. 
Again, a lot more African & Asian countries appear here than they did in the equivalent graph in 
previous Newsletters. 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 
Finally, the answer to the question: Where were the greatest number of unreported deaths? 
Here’s the ratio of the number of deaths estimated via excess mortality (E) to those reported (R): 
 



 
As expected from the continent data, African countries dominate. 
 



 
The Asian countries show up in Part II. 
 



 
And the European, the populous N. American & the S. American countries in the last graph. 
 
 
Back now to the shorter version of the traditional Newsletter. 
 
Global trend: [2] 
Since last time:  

 The global daily death rate continues falling steeply. 
 



 
 
National trends (selected countries) 
Normalized daily death rates (7-day moving mean) for the last 30 days: 

 [3] 
What I have done here is normalize the data to the initial data point at the beginning of the month. 

 UK, NL, and to a lesser degree BE & BE stand out with daily deaths increasing throughout the 
month. 



 The other countries show declining death rates, with some BR, US, PE, MX, IN & ES – 
dropping to half the rate at the beginning of the period. 

 
Tendencies: Comparison of doubling times [4] 
Double digits,  triple, quadruple 

 
 Mostly improvement. 
 Deterioration for UK, PT, FR & NL. 
 Worst case is still DE but a very slight improvement from last week. 

 
This is how doubling times have been evolving over the past year: 

 
(Log y scale. Remember: Shorter doubling times equate to a faster evolution of the disease.) 
 
EU Case-rate Comparisons [5] 



The dispersion in E/R ratios for the countries shown here is sufficiently small that this graph remains 
indicative of the progress of COVID-19 in each country. (Especially since this is a log plot.) 

 
DE remains high but FR has caught up. 
Strong progression of the disease in FR. Static or falling rates elsewhere. 
 
Vaccinations against COVID-19 [6] 
64.5% of the world population has received at least one dose of a vaccine. (64.3% last week) 
11.29 billion doses have been administered globally. (11.17 billion last week) 
18.7 million are now administered daily. (11.17 billion last week) 
Only 14.5% of people in low-income countries have received at least one dose. (14.4% last week) 



 
BD has overtaken US. 
 

 
No changes in rankings. 
 



US States’ Trends [7] 
Normalized daily death rates (7-day moving mean) for the last 30 days: 

 
(Linear y scale.) 
All states falling except in the case of AZ (this state’s data have been very patchily reported).  
(As before, FL statistics are not credible in my opinion.) 
 
Tendencies: Comparison doubling times [4, 8] 
Double digits,  triple, quadruple 

 
Doubling rates improving in most states. 
Deterioration in AZ, GA & OH. 
Worst case: Still AZ. 
 
This is how doubling time have been evolving in the past year: 



 
(Log plot! – Remember, longer doubling times are preferable.) 
General improvement becoming ever more apparent. 
 
Next update next Sunday (or, perhaps, next Monday) 
 
Keep well & keep safe! 
 
David 
 
 
Today’s images:  Some lovely views sent in by Sioned & Robert of their walk along Mallorcan 
beaches from Betlem to Platja des Calo : 



 

 
 



 
 

 



 
Please keep sending me your images for this space…  
 
 
Notes 
[1] The statistics on COVID-19 mortality that I have been presenting in these newsletters are data 
that are based on individual deaths reported as they occur by various government agencies (reports 
that are analysed, validated and aggregated by worldometer [0]).  
For a variety of reasons, mortality statistics collected in this way may not provide accurate figures of 
true COVID-19 mortality: 

 Different countries use different definitions of what constitutes a COVID-19 death. 
 The collection of mortality statistics may be incomplete in a country. 
 Some countries may intentionally under report COVID-19 deaths for their own purposes. 
 Simple errors such as oversights and typing errors may give misleading results. 
 And so on… reliability of the statistics varies greatly between locations and over time. 

An alternative way to estimate a potentially more accurate estimate of true COVID-19 mortality is to 
compare the total number of deaths during the pandemic (deaths from whatever cause) with the 
total number of deaths during a period prior to the pandemic: excess mortality. 
On March 10th just such a study was published in The Lancet: 
Estimating excess mortality due to the COVID-19 pandemic: a systematic analysis of COVID-19-
related mortality, 2020-21  
This extremely authoritative study was the work of 96 authors from 36 institutions scattered 
throughout the world. 
Many thanks to Bob for bringing this to my attention! 
The only other study on this scale was one performed under the aegis of The Economist magazine: 
Tracking COVID-19 excess deaths across countries  
Both studies agree remarkably well. 
 

[2] The national COVID-19 data are taken from the worldometer website which reproduces the 
data collected from Official Websites of Ministries of Health of other Governmental Institutions and 
Government authorities’ social media accounts. 

 Different countries use different criteria in recording COVID-19 deaths, often distinguishing 
between probable and confirmed cause of death. 

o Belgium appears to have the loosest criterion attributing any death to COVID-19 if 
there is any suspicion that COVID-19 could have been the cause. 

o The UK definition: death occurring within 28 days of a positive test for COVID-19.  
(If the patient dies 29 days after the test, it wasn’t officially caused by COVID-19.) 

o China has only reported 3 COVID-19 deaths since 17th May 2020!  
One occurred on 14th January 2021. This week (19th March) there were 2 more. 

 Some countries, notably the US, regularly update the entire set of historical data provided to 
the website.  

 



 
 
[3] Note on line graphs: The key on the right of all line graphs in this newsletter lists the entries in 
decreasing order of the value of the latest data points presented. This hopefully may help colour-
blind readers to interpret the graph contents. 
 
[4] The doubling time is a characteristic of exponential growth. It is the period of time over which the 
number doubles in value, and is an inverse measure of the gradient of the curve. A doubling time 
makes most sense when the curve to which it applies is close to an exponential, i.e., a straight line on 
a semi-logarithmic graph. For this reason. in order to follow the evolution in the number of 
cumulative deaths per country, I fit an exponential to the data at the end of the curve (7 days’ data) 
and extract from this a “doubling time”.  
The doubling time means what it says: If the exponential tendency persists unchanged, the numbers 
of deaths at the end of the doubling time will be double the current number.  
Example based on US data: On 29/08/2020 no. deaths was 188 900 and doubling time was 116 days. 
This implies no. deaths on 23/12/2020 (116 days later) will have doubled – to 377 800.  
The actual number on that date was 339 422, which reveals that there was a decline in the 
exponential tendency – but not by that much. 
Clearly, long doubling times are good; short ones are bad. The interest in presenting these doubling 
times is that they are to some degree predictive of future behaviour. 
 
[5] Warning: National data on testing are not really comparable between countries, but do reveal 
trends in individual countries. 
 
[6] Vaccinations against COVID-19: These data are collected from official reports by the Our World in 
Data team and can be found here. 
Note: The denominator in the metrics displayed in this section is the total population of the country, 
and not the population eligible for vaccination (the latter is the denominator most frequently used in 
data published by national authorities themselves). 
 
[7] The states I originally selected for this section were the top 12 states by cumulative deaths:  



 AZ, CA, FL, GA, IL, MA, MI, NJ, NY, OH, PA & TX. 
In 2022 TN entered the Top 12 displacing MA, but, since I have not recorded TN historical data, I’ll 
continue to focus on the original Top 12. 
 
[8] Note about FL: The reported data are very volatile and published day-to-day values keep changing 
erratically. For this reason, FL is excluded from doubling-time analysis. 
 
[9] The sources of the NYC & Long Island data are not the same as the one used for national data:  
Source for the 5 boroughs: 
https://github.com/nychealth/coronavirus-data/blob/master/totals/group-death-by-boro.csv  
Source for Nassau & Suffolk counties: 
https://coronavirus.smartnews.com/us/new-york/  
 


